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About Bron Tapes

Bron Tapes, Bron Aerotech and Bron Converting comprise the Bron family of companies. Industrial application solutions and products are supplied by Bron Tapes, while the Aerospace market is serviced by Bron Aerotech. Bron Converting provides custom converting solutions to all markets.

Domestically, Bron Tapes operates nine (9) branch locations with Headquarters in Denver, Colorado. Denver has been home to Bron for 42 years. Bron’s 41 outside salesmen are trained as Application Specialists and operate primarily from individual Branch locations or Markets.

Globally, Bron Tapes supports Customers in more than 50 countries.

Bron Tapes’ proprietary products are complemented by a wide range of Manufacturer Partner-branded materials. If an off-the-shelf tape does not fully satisfy the requirements of the Customer’s application, Bron teams with Manufacturer Partners to prototype or modify the product to be the best possible solution in terms of Quality, Price and Repeatability. New, custom products often evolve from this creative process, ensuring that the most state-of-art engineering and design available are incorporated into Bron Tapes’ growing arsenal of material solutions.
Our Manufacturer Partners

Our ability to identify and supply the right product for any application is supported by our close, long-term relationships with key manufacturers.

While our primary materials are Tapes, Adhesives, Films, Foils, Foams & Fabrics, we also supply hundreds of other products that we source and evaluate for our Customers.

We are application-driven. We understand the functional requirements of the custom parts we make for you.

Our 42 years’ expertise in converting tapes, adhesives, films and fabrics brings extra value to your end-product.

Our Converting Capabilities:

• Die-Cutting
• Kitting
• Laminating
• Printing
• Sheeting
• Slitting

Markets We Serve:

• Aerospace
• Arts & Entertainment
• Construction
• Manufacturing
• Packaging
• Specialty

200 Rio Grande Boulevard
Denver, CO 80223
303.607.4320
service@bronconverting.com
**BT-416 | Utility Grade Carton Sealing Tape**

Applications: Carton Sealing, Dispensing, Edge Tear & Split Resisting, Light Packaging, Light Weight Carton Sealing, Packaging, Sealing, Shipping, Splicing

Tags: Carton Sealing, High Adhesion, High Holding Strength, Multi-Purpose

Description: BT-416 is a general purpose packaging tape used for box sealing, splicing and other packaging applications. This is a Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP) film tape coated with a hot melt pressure sensitive adhesive system for high adhesion, and holding power.

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber
Color: Clear, Tan
Market: Packaging & Shipping
Substrate-carrier: BOPP Biaxially-Oriented Polypropylene Film

**BT-416A | Utility Grade Carton Seal – Cold Weather**

Applications: Carton Sealing, Dispensing, Light Packaging, Light Weight Carton Sealing, Packaging

Tags: Carton Sealing, Utility Grade

Description: BT-416A is a utility grade biaxially oriented polypropylene carton sealing tape with acrylic adhesive.

Adhesive: Acrylic
Color: Clear, Tan
Market: Packaging & Shipping
Substrate-carrier: BOPP Biaxially-Oriented Polypropylene Film

**BT-420 | Packaging Grade Carton Sealing Tape**

Applications: Abating & Restoring, Carton Sealing, Closing, Dispensing, Edge Tear & Split Resisting, Medium Duty Packaging, Packaging, Shipping, Splicing, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting

Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Carton Sealing, High Initial Tack

Description: BT-420 is a packaging grade carton sealing tape used for box sealing, splicing, and other packaging applications. BT-420 has a hot melt pressure sensitive adhesive system with a high-adhesion and holding power.

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber Solvent
Color: Clear, Tan
Market: Packaging & Shipping
Substrate-carrier: BOPP Biaxially-Oriented Polypropylene Film

**BT-420A | Packaging Grade Carton Sealing Tape – Cold Weather**

Applications: Carton Sealing, Dispensing, Light Packaging, Light Weight Carton Sealing, Packaging, Shipping

Tag: Carton Sealing

Description: BT-420A is an acrylic packaging grade, biaxially oriented polypropylene carton sealing tape.

Adhesive: Acrylic
Color: Clear, Tan, Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Red, White, Yellow
Market: Packaging & Shipping
Substrate-carrier: BOPP Biaxially-Oriented Polypropylene Film

**BT-430 | Heavy Duty Carton Sealing Tape**

Applications: Bundling, Carpet, Padding, Protective Sheet Bundling, Carton Sealing, Chemical Resisting, Dispensing, Edge Tear & Split Resisting, General Repairing, Heavy Duty Carton Sealing, Heavy Packaging, High Temperature Resisting, Humidity Resisting, Medium Duty Packaging, Packaging, Reinforcing, Repairing, Tabbing, Tear Resisting

Tags: Carton Sealing, Freezer Use, High Adhesion, High-Tensile Strength, Printable

Description: BT-430 is a heavy duty carton sealing tape with a very high tensile strength.

Adhesive: Natural Rubber
Color: Clear
Market: Packaging & Shipping
Substrate/Carrier: Biaxially-Oriented Polypropylene

**BT-435 | Premium Carton Sealing Tape**

Applications: Agricultural Bagging, Bagging, Binding, Book Repairing, Bookbinding, Bundling, Carpet, Padding, Protective Sheet Bundling, Carton Sealing, Closing, Dispensing, Edge Tear & Split Resisting, General Repairing, Heavy Duty Carton Sealing, Humidity Resisting, Packaging, Palletizing, Reinforcing, Repairing, Shipping, Tear Resisting, Unitizing

Tags: All-Season, Carton Sealing, Premium Grade

Description: BT-435 is premium grade pressure sensitive all season carton sealing tape. It is generally used in carton closure of lightweight single carton shipments and unitized palletized shipment of multiple boxes.

Adhesive: Solvent Acrylic
Color: Clear, Tan
Market: Packaging & Shipping
Substrate/Carrier: Biaxially-Oriented Polypropylene

**BT-586 | Handheld Tape Dispenser 2”**

Applications: Dispensing
Tag: Dispenser - Carton Seal Dispenser

Description: BT-586 is a 2” soft handle tape dispenser.

Color: Blue

For information call: 888-877-BRON (2766)
BT-279 | AV Cord Tape

Applications: Abrasion Resisting, Bookbinding, Edge Reinforcing, Place Marking, Releasing, Seaming, Water Resisting
Tags: Clean Removal, Cloth Tape, Conformable, Hand Tearable, High Adhesion, High Quality, High-Tensile Strength, Low-Gloss Finish, Minimal Visibility, Printable
Description: BT-279 is 76 mesh high quality, low gloss finish, polyethylene-coated cloth tape with a strong natural rubber adhesive. This unique product with its low light reflectivity makes BT-279 suitable for entertainment applications where minimal visibility is required. A specially-formulated adhesive allows for clean removal on most surfaces (surface type and dwell time may affect performance). This tape will conform well to irregular surfaces, and will not twist or curl during application. Excellent water and abrasion resistance. Tape is hand-tearable (cutting tools not required).
Adhesive: Natural Rubber
Color: Black, Brown, White
Market: Convention, Entertainment
Substrate: Polyethylene (PE) Coated Cloth

BT-279S | AV Cord Tape

Applications: Bookbinding, Cable Wrapping, Floor Marking, Identifying, Joining, Masking, Splicing, Temporary Holding
Tags: Clean Removal, Cloth Tape, Conformable, Easy Unwind, Excellent Waterproofing Properties, Flexible, Hand Tearable, High Initial Tack, Low Reflectivity, Matte finish, Printable
Description: BT-279S is a high quality 80 mesh, polyethylene coated waterproof cloth tape, coated with a pressure sensitive natural rubber resin adhesive and a superior matte finish.
Adhesive: Natural Rubber/Resin
Application: Binding, Floor Marking, Joining, Masking, Temporary Holding
Color: Black
Market: Arts & Entertainment, Exhibition
Substrate: PE-Coated Waterproof Cloth

BT-260 | Professional Grade Gaffer’s Tape

Tags: Clean Removal, Cloth Tape, Conformable, Heavy Duty, High Adhesion, Low Reflectivity, Low VOC Content
Description: BT-260 is a premium quality, matte-finish vinyl coated cloth tape with a rubber adhesive. Its non-reflective, moisture-resistant surface makes it a desirable tape for photography, film, convention and hospitality applications.
Adhesive: Clear Synthetic Rubber
Application: Binding, Floor Marking, Joining, Masking, Temporary Holding
Color: Black, Blue, Beige, Blue Electric Blue, Brown, Burgundy, Gray, Green, Purple, Red, Teal, White, Yellow and Fluorescent colors B, Blue, F, Green, F, Orange, F, Pink, F, Yellow.
Market: Photography, Film, Convention, Hospitality
Total Thickness: 12 mils

BT-698 | Premium Grade Gaffer’s Tape

Tags: Cloth Tape, Conformable, Durable, Excellent Holding Power, Excellent Weathering, Premium Grade, Very High Tensile Strength, Waterproof Backing
Description: BT-698 is a premium grade coated Gaffer’s Tape.
Adhesive: Natural Rubber
Color: Black, White, Gray
Market: Arts & Entertainment
Substrate: Vinyl Coated Cloth

BT-198 | Utility Grade Duct Tape 7 mil

Applications: Bundling, General Repairing, Heavy Duty Carton Sealing, Joint Sealing, Mending, Patching, Pipe Wrapping
Tags: Cloth Tape, Duct Tape, Conformable, Good All Climate Performance, Hand Tearable
Description: BT-198 is a utility grade duct tape with a PE coated cloth backing and rubber adhesive.
Adhesive: Rubber
Color: Silver, Black
Market: General Repair, Maintenance
Substrate/Carrier: PE-Coated Cloth

BT-257 | Industrial Grade Duct Tape 9 mil

Applications: Abating & Restoring, Binding, Book Repairing, Bookbinding, Bundling, Packaging, Pipe Wrapping, Sealing, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, Weatherproofing, Wrapping
Tags: Duct Tape, Economy Grade
Description: BT-257 is a polyethylene (PE) coated cloth tape with an aggressive pressure-sensitive natural rubber adhesive. Designed to answer the need for an economical approach to applications.
Adhesive: Natural Rubber/Resin
Color: Silver, Black, Red
Market: Book Bindery, Packaging & Shipping Specifications: Meets HUD, L.A. County, and BOCA codes. Tested in accordance with UL-723.
Substrate: PE-Coated Cloth

BT-284 | Construction Grade Duct Tape 9 mil

Applications: Abating & Restoring, Bag Sealing, Book Repairing, Carpet, Padding, Protective Sheet Bundling, Color Coding, General Repairing, Identifying, Labeling, Marking, Mending, Moisture Resisting, Part Marking, Patching, Repairing, Sealing, Gluing, Twist and Curl Resisting, Wire Identifying
Tags: Conformable, Duct Tape, High Adhesion, Low VOC Content
Description: BT-284 is a contractor grade duct tape.
Adhesive: Rubber
Color: Black, Blue, Green, Red, Silver, White
Market: Abatement, Convention & Entertainment, Hotel
Substrate: Polyethylene-Coated Cloth

BT-286 | Professional Grade Duct Tape 10 mil

Applications: Bag Sealing, Binding, Book Repairing, Bundling, Clossing, Color Coding, General Repairing, Grit Blast Masking, Hanging, Identifying, Joint Sealing, Labeling, Marking, Mediatblast Masking, Moisture Resisting, Part Marking, Patching, Place Marking, Repairing, Seaming, Temporary Holding, UV Resistant, Wire Identifying
Tags: Conformable, Duct Tape, Excellent Adhesion, Low VOC Content
Description: BT-286 is a premium-quality duct tape with a PE coated cloth backing and rubber adhesive.
Adhesive: Natural Rubber
Color: Black, Blue, Beige, Green, Red, Yellow
Market: Construction & Building
Substrate/Carrier: PE-Coated Cloth
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOTH TAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**BT-287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications: Abating &amp; Restoring, Binding, Book Repairing, Bundling, Carpet, Padding, Protective Sheet Bundling, Clipping, Color Coding, General Repairing, Identifying, Joint Sealing, Labeling, Marking, Moisture Resisting, Packaging, Part Marking, PE Sheeting Sealing, Pipe Wrapping, Place Marking, Repairing, Seaming, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, Temporary Holding, Wire Identifying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tags: Conformable, Duct Tape, Hand Tearable, Low VOC Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: BT-287 is a general purpose duct tape for packaging and repair, seaming and sealing PE sheathing, temporary holding for audio visual cords, or color coding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive: Natural Rubber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color: Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Red, Silver, Yellow, White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meets-Specifications: Can contribute toward satisfying EQ Credit 4.1 (Low Emitting Materials) under LEED®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate: Polyethylene (PE) Coated Cloth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| BT-4736 | Clean Green® Premium Outdoor Duct Tape |
| Tags: Chemical Resistant, Clean Removal, Duct Tape, Ease of Use, Hand Tearable, Repositionable, Solvent-Resistant, Waterproof |
| Description: BT-4736 Clean Green™ is a single sided tape build with a laminated polyethylene cloth and proprietary acrylic adhesive. This tape offers superior physical properties and easy handling compared with conventional tapes. |
| Adhesive: Proprietary Acrylic |
| Application: Masking, Repairing, Surface Protection |
| Color: Green |
| Substrate: Laminated polyethylene cloth |

| BT-6110 | Safety / Hazard Cloth Striped Tape |
| Applications: Abrasion Resisting, Aisle Marking, Floor Marking, Identifying, Place Marking, Safety Marking |
| Tags: Cloth Tape, Conformable, Ease of Use, Hand Tearable, No Residue On Most Surfaces |
| Description: BT-6110 is a 63 mesh, high quality polyethylene-coated cloth tape, coated with a natural rubber based adhesive. The film is printed with a black/yellow stripe pattern used as a permanent or temporary zone/aisle marking of hazardous areas or to differentiate work zones (warehouses, stores, office buildings, etc.). |
| Adhesive: Natural Rubber |
| Color: Black/Yellow |
| Market: manufacturing, convention/exhibition halls and residential/commercial sites. |
| Substrate-carrier: PE-Coated Cloth |

We have to admit... **Clean Green™ Tape is Really Tearable!**

**Clean Green™ Multi-Purpose Masking, Protection & Repair Tape**

With Bron’s Clean Green™ you get the strength of a laminated polyethylene cloth and the convenience of the tape being easy to tear by hand.

This versatile tape leaves no residue on most surfaces and can be repositioned time and again with no wrinkles. Plus, it’s waterproof and UV resistant up to 2 months exposure to sunlight!

Clean Green™ Masking, Protection & Repair Tape

BT-4736

---

For information call: 888-877-BRON (2766) BronTapes.com service@brontapes.com

Bron Tapes
875 W. Ellsworth Ave
Denver, CO 80223
1-888-877-2766 (BRON) service@brontapes.com bron tapes.com

®

TAPES

• MASK
• PROTECT
• QUICK REPAIR

We have to admit... **Clean Green™ Tape is Really Tearable!**

**Clean Green™ Multi-Purpose Masking, Protection & Repair Tape**

With Bron’s Clean Green™ you get the strength of a laminated polyethylene cloth and the convenience of the tape being easy to tear by hand.

This versatile tape leaves no residue on most surfaces and can be repositioned time and again with no wrinkles. Plus, it’s waterproof and UV resistant up to 2 months exposure to sunlight!
**BT-100DX | Differential Double Coated Carpet Tape**

**Applications:** Abating & Restoring, Carpet Hold Down, Carpet Installing, Composite Bonding, Hanging, Holding, Installing, Moisture Resisting, PE Sheet Sealing, Polyester Splicing, Temporary Holding, Temporary Mounting

**Tags:** Clean Removal, Configurable, Adhesive, Double Coated - Cloth Tape, Hand Tearable, Low VOC Content, Reinforced

**Description:** BT-100DX is a double-coated cloth tape with a blue LDPE liner, suitable for use in carpet hold-down applications in the convention and entertainment industries, as well as general mounting and holding. Liner side adhesive is designed for rough surfaces such as concrete, carpet or tile.

**Adhesive:** Differential natural rubber
**Color:** Natural
**Liner:** LDPE
**Liner-color:** Blue
**Substrate:** Reinforced Cloth

**BT-105 | General Purpose Double Coated Carpet Tape**

**Applications:** Abating & Restoring, Carpet Hold Down, Carpet Installing, Composite Bonding, Hanging, Holding, Installing, Moisture Resisting, PE Sheet Sealing, Polyester Splicing, Temporary Holding, Temporary Mounting

**Tags:** Clean Removal, Configurable, Double Coated - Cloth Tape, Ease of Use, High Initial Tack, Low VOC Content

**Description:** BT-105 is a double-coated cloth tape with a blue LDPE liner, suitable for use in carpet hold-down applications in the convention and entertainment industries.

**Adhesive:** Natural Rubber
**Color:** Natural
**Liner:** LDPE
**Liner-color:** Blue
**Meets Specifications:** Can contribute toward satisfying EQ Credit 4.1 (Low Emitting Materials) under LEED®
**Substrate:** Cloth

**BT-437 | Premium Double Coated Carpet Tape**

**Applications:** Abating & Restoring, Bonding, Carpet Hold Down, Carpet Installing, Construction Bonding, Display Mounting, Fastening, Hanging, Holding, Installing, Joining, Laminating, Moisture Resisting, Mounting, PE Sheet Sealing, Polyester Splicing, Print Plate Mounting, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, Temporary Holding, Temporary Mounting, Water Resisting

**Tags:** Aggressive Adhesive, Clean Removal, Double Coated - Cloth Tape, Good Shear Resistance, High Adhesion

**Description:** BT-437 is a double sided tape based on a woven cotton cloth coated on both sides with an aggressive, natural rubber based adhesive system. The product is supplied on a blue poly liner. BT-437 is suitable for use in carpet hold down applications in the convention and entertainment industries.

**Adhesive:** Rubber, Color: Natural
**Liner:** Polyester, Liner-color: Blue
**Market:** Assembly & Machining, Convention, Entertainment
**Substrate:** Woven cotton cloth

**BT-123 | Double Coated Polyester Splicing Tape**


**Tags:** Dimensionally Stable, Double Coated - Film Tape, Excellent adhesion in cold temp, Excellent High Tack, Good shear & Heat Resistance, Hand Tearable

**Description:** BT-123 is a polyester film, double coated with a high tack acrylic adhesive. The product is supplied with a 608 kraft release liner.

**Adhesive:** High Tack Acrylic
**App:** Bonding, Splicing
**Color:** Clear
**Liner:** 608 Kraft
**Liner-color:** Brown
**Market:** Decoration, Industrial
**Substrate:** Polyester

---

**BT-246 | Performance Grade Thin Bonding Tape**


**Tags:** Aggressive Adhesive, Clean Removal, Conformable, Double Coated - Paper Tape, Ease of Use, High Initial Tack, Low VOC Content, Reinforced
**Color:** Natural
**Liner:** LDPE
**Liner-color:** Blue
**Meets Specifications:** Can contribute toward satisfying EQ Credit 4.1 (Low Emitting Materials) under LEED®
**Substrate-carrier:** Reinforced Cloth

**BT-480 | Premium Double Coated Paper Tape – Golf Grip Tape**

**Applications:** Carpet Installing, Display Mounting, Fastening, Golf Club Grip-Bonding, Golf Club Grip Repairing, Holding, Installing, Joining, Laminating, Lightweight Mounting, Medium Duty Mounting, Mounting, Photographic Mounting, Positioning, Print Plate Mounting, Temporary Bonding, Temporary Holding, Temporary Mounting

**Tags:** Double Coated - Paper Tape, Ease of Use

**Description:** BT-480 is a bleached flatback paper product coated with a high shear resistant pressure sensitive natural rubber/resin adhesive on both sides that bond equally well to almost any surface.

**Adhesive:** Natural Rubber/Resin
**Color:** Natural
**Liner:** Easy Release Treated Crepe Paper
**Liner-color:** White
**Substrate:** Bleached Flatback

**BT-481 | General Purpose Double Coated Paper Tape**

**Applications:** Bonding, Carpet Installing, Golf Club Grip Bonding, Holding, Joining, Lightweight Mounting, Medium Duty Mounting, Photographic Mounting, Positioning, Print Plate Mounting, Temporary Bonding, Temporary Holding

**Tags:** Aggressive Adhesive, Double Coated - Paper Tape, Easy Release Liner

**Description:** BT-481 is a beige crepe paper tape coated on both sides with an aggressive, pressure-sensitive natural rubber adhesive that bonds equally well on both sides to almost any surface.

**Adhesive:** Natural Rubber
**Color:** Natural
**Liner:** Easy Release Treated Crepe Paper
**Liner-color:** White
**Market:** Printing, Textile Manufacturing (Twister Room), Steel-Rule Die (Make-Ready)
**Substrate/Carrier:** Crepe Paper
**BT-678 | Double Coated Polyester Film Tape**


Tags: Double Coated, High Peel Adhesion, High Tack, High Conformability, Indoor-Outdoor, Vinyl Tape - Pipe Wrap Tape

Description: BT-678 is a general purpose ATG tape used in a variety of splicing, foam fabrication & bonding applications, and is used in both indoor and outdoor environments.

Adhesive: Solvent Acrylic
Color: Clear
Liner: Silicone-Coated Paper
Liner-Color: White
Substrate/Carrier: Polyester Film

**BT-3595 | ATG Tape 5 mil**

Applications: Assembling, Attaching, Bonding, Display Mounting, Fastening, Joining, Laminating, Mounting

Tags: Double Coated - ATG Tape, High Adhesion, High Initial Tack, High Shear

Description: BT-3595 is ideal for bonding materials with glossy coatings where an aggressive adhesive with high initial adhesion is desired. BT-3595 has a soft acrylic pressure-sensitive adhesive system. It features very high initial adhesion and good shear holding power to a wide variety of materials including most plastics.

Adhesive: Acrylic
Color: Clear
Liner: Densified Kraft Paper
Liner-Color: Tan

**BT-3579 | ATG Tape 2 mil**

Applications: Bonding, Display Mounting, Fastening, Joining, Laminating, Mounting

Tags: Double Coated - ATG Tape, High Initial Tack, High Shear

Description: BT-3579 is a general purpose ATG tape for holding many paper, foils, films and various foams. This tape has a medium firm acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive system. It features an excellent balance of high initial adhesion (quick stick) and good shear holding power.

Adhesive: Acrylic
Color: Clear
Liner: Densified Kraft Paper
Liner-Color: Tan

**BT-1148 | MCD Double Coated Tape**

Applications: Abating & Restoring, Containment, Draping, PE Sheetting Sealing, Polyethylene Splicing, Releasing, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting

Tags: Differential Adhesive, Double Coated - Cloth Tape

Description: BT-1148 is a double coated tape with a textile carrier and a differential, pressure sensitive adhesive system. The liner is white film, silicone-treated on both sides.

Color: White/Blue
Liner: Silicized PE
Liner-Color: White

**BT-3869 | Premium Banner / Trophy Tape**


Tags: Double Coated - Film Tape, High Adhesion, High Coating Weight, High Initial Tack, Plasticizer Resistant

Description: BT-3869 is a thick double-coated self-adhesive tape consisting of white PVC film backing with a yellow coated paper release liner.

**BT-7670 | Double Coated Tissue Splicing Tape**


Tags: Double Coated - Tissue Tape, Good Shear Resistance, High Initial Tack

Description: BT-7670 is a double coated tape consisting of a non-woven backing equipped with a solvent-based tackified acrylic adhesive. It provides high initial tack and good shear resistance.

Adhesive: Tackified Acrylic
Color: Clear
Liner: PE-coated Paper
Liner-Color: White
Substrate: Nonwoven

**BT-3854 | Killer Red® World’s Greatest Double Coated Tape**


Weather Sealing Tags: Crisital Substrates, Double Coated - Film Tape, High Adhesion

Description: BT-3854 Killer Red® is a transparent, double-coated self-adhesive tape consisting of a PET backing and a modified acrylic adhesive. BT-3854 is suitable for mounting and bonding applications in the appliance industry, and for bonding ABS plastic parts in the car industry. It is also used for self-adhesive mounting of rubber/EPDM profiles; mounting of decorative profiles and moldings in the furniture industry; mounting of battery packs, lenses and touch-screens in electronic devices and mounting and bonding in the appliance industry.

Adhesive: Modified Acrylic, Color: Clear
Liner: OPP Film, Liner-Color: Red
Market: Automotive, Furniture, Electronics, Appliance
Substrate: PET

**BT-3854 | Killer Red® World’s Greatest Double Coated Tape**


Weather Sealing Tags: Crisital Substrates, Double Coated - Film Tape, High Adhesion

Description: BT-3854 Killer Red® is a transparent, double-coated self-adhesive tape consisting of a PET backing and a modified acrylic adhesive. BT-3854 is suitable for mounting and bonding applications in the appliance industry, and for bonding ABS plastic parts in the car industry. It is also used for self-adhesive mounting of rubber/EPDM profiles; mounting of decorative profiles and moldings in the furniture industry; mounting of battery packs, lenses and touch-screens in electronic devices and mounting and bonding in the appliance industry.

Adhesive: Modified Acrylic, Color: Clear
Liner: OPP Film, Liner-Color: Red
Market: Automotive, Furniture, Electronics, Appliance
Substrate: PET

**BT-3570 | Double Coated Polyester Film Tape**

For information call: 888-877-BRON (2766)

BronTapes.com  service@brontapes.com
**DOUBLE COATED TAPE**

**BT-48896 | Scrim-Bond® Tape – 9 Mil Reinforced Scrim Tape**

- **Applications:** Bonding, Carpet Installing, Construction Bonding, Foam Fabricating, Foam Gasketing, Foam Laminating, Gasketing, Laminating, PE Sheet Sealing, Polyethylene Splicing
- **Tags:** Balanced Initial Tack, Double Coated - Scrim Tape, Surfaces with Higher Roughness Depth
- **Description:** BT-48896 “Scrim-Bond” is a polyester scrim tape used in bonding and laminating applications. Scrim-Bond® is widely used in the foam fabricating and flooring industry for laminating and bonding applications.
- **Adhesive:** Solvent-Free Acrylic Dispersion
- **Color:** White
- **Liner:** SCK
- **Liner-Color:** Brown
- **Substrate-Carrier:** Polyester/Scrim

**BT-S94 | Contractor Grade Double Coated Cloth Tape**

- **Applications:** Carpet Installing, Construction Bonding, Holding, Mounting, Polyethylene Splicing
- **Tags:** Double Coated - Cloth Tape, General Purpose
- **Description:** BT-S94 is a white, general purpose, industrial grade, double face cloth tape. It has a polyester/cotton blend cloth with a synthetic rubber adhesive, and is supplied on a white paper liner.
- **Adhesive:** Synthetic Rubber
- **Color:** White
- **Liner:** Siliconized Flat Paper
- **Liner-Color:** White
- **Substrate-Carrier:** Polyester/cotton blend cloth

**BT-4000 | 2-N-One Tape Double Coated Laminated Tape With Differential Adhesive**

- **Applications:** Abating & Restoring, Carpet Hold Down, Display Mounting, Draping, Installing, PE Sheet Sealing, Polyethylene Splicing, Releasing, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, Temporary Holding, Temporary Mounting
- **Tags:** Clean Removal, Conformable, Differential Adhesive, Double Coated - Cloth Tape, High Adhesion
- **Description:** Bron’s 2-N-One Tape is a double coated laminated tape that brings together the best of two worlds: clean removal on one side, and a strong grip on the other. Our exclusive product has a conformable blue crepe paper coated with a 14-day adhesive on the clean removal side, and a woven cotton cloth coated with an aggressive high tack adhesive on the other side.
- **Adhesive:** Clean Removal Side: Solvent-Based Acrylic; Grip Side: Natural Rubber
- **Color:** Natural Rubber
- **Liner:** White/Blue Laminated
- **Liner-Color:** White
- **Substrate: Market:** Trade Show, Abatement & Restoration, Construction & Remodeling
- **Substrate-Carrier:** Clean Removal Side: Saturated Blue Crepe Paper; Grip Side: Woven Cotton Cloth

**FILAMENT / STRAPPING TAPE**

**BT-300 | Packaging Grade Filament Tape**

- **Applications:** Bundling, Carpet Installing, Carpet, Padding, Protective Sheet Bundling, Carton Sealing, Dispensing, Edge Tear & Split Resistant, Heavy Duty Carton Sealing, Heavy Packaging, Medium Duty Packaging, Packaging, Palletizing, Reinforcing, Securing, Tear Resistant, Unitizing
- **Tags:** Aggressive Adhesive, Filament / Strapping - Packaging, High Adhesion, Medium Strength, Outstanding Holding Power, Reinforced
- **Description:** BT-300 is a medium strength fiberglass reinforced tape designed for the majority of packaging, palletizing and unitizing applications. The 1.1 mil polypropylene film combined with an aggressive ‘solventless’ pressure sensitive adhesive provides excellent adhesion to corrugated cartons and outstanding holding power.
- **Adhesive:** Synthetic Rubber
- **Color:** White
- **Market:** Packaging & Shipping
- **Substrate:** Bi-Axially-Oriented Polypropylene

**BT-644 | Paper Filament Tape**

- **Applications:** Bundling, Carpet, Padding, Protective Sheet Bundling, Carton Sealing, Edge Tear & Split Resistant, General Repairing, Light Packaging, Light Weight Carton Sealing, Medium Duty Packaging, Packaging, Reinforcing, Repairing, Tear Resistant
- **Tags:** Filament / Strapping - Paper Filament, High Adhesion, Printable, Reinforced
- **Description:** BT-644 is a natural colored paper backed reinforced filament tape coated with a rubber adhesive. This aggressive adhesive works well in low temperatures and bonds to most surfaces. Its smooth backing can easily be marked on with pen, crayon or rubber stamp.
- **Adhesive:** Rubber
- **Color:** Natural
- **Substrate:** Reinforced Crepe Paper

**BT-812 | Performance Grade Paper Filament Tape**

- **Applications:** Bundling, Carpet, Padding, Protective Sheet Bundling, Carton Sealing, Edge Tear & Split Resistant, General Repairing, Heavy Duty Carton Sealing, Heavy Packaging, Holding, Palletizing, Reinforcing, Repairing, Securing, Tear Resistant
- **Tags:** Filament / Strapping - Paper Film, High Adhesion, Medium Tensile Strength, Medium- Impact, Reinforced
- **Description:** BT-812 is an all purpose fiberglass reinforced paper backed strapping tape with pressure-sensitive natural rubber/resin adhesive. Medium-tensile strength, high adhesion and medium-impact.
- **Adhesive:** Natural Rubber/Resin
- **Color:** Natural
- **Market:** Packaging & Shipping
- **Substrate:** Medium Crepe Paper

**BT-7925 | Performance Grade TPP Tape**

- **Applications:** Bundling, Binding, Carpet Installing, Carpet, Padding, Protective Sheet Bundling, Carton Sealing, Closing, Dispensing, Heavy Duty Carton Sealing, Heavy Packaging, Holding, Medium Duty Packaging, Packaging, Paint Stripping, Palletizing, Reinforcing, Securing, Shipping, Stain Resistant, Tear Resistant, Transfer Resisting, Unitizing
- **Tags:** Clean Removal, Filmament / Strapping - TPP, Medium Duty, No Discoloration
- **Description:** BT-7925 is a medium duty tensilized polypropylene strapping tape with a natural rubber adhesive system.
- **Adhesive:** Natural Rubber
- **Color:** Ivory
- **Market:** Appliances, Furniture
- **Substrate/Carrier:** Tensilized Polypropylene (TPP)
BT-7272 | Low Density Foam Tape

Tags: Conformable, Economical, Flexible, Foam Tape - Gasketing / Cushioning, General Purpose, Low Density, Secure Bonding on Irregular Surfaces
Description: BT-7272 is a low density closed-cell PVC foam. This economical, general-purpose foam tape is manufactured for use in applications requiring positive seals on irregular surfaces or when flex and conformability to seal tight radius curves are critical considerations. Characteristics common to all closed cell vinyl foam products include the ability to make a long life seal against air, moisture, light and dust penetration. Closed-cell vinyl foam completely seals out air, moisture, light and dust when compressed 30% or more. Color: Black Liner: Cast Paper Liner-Color: White Adhesive: Water-based Acrylic, Color: White Substrate-carrier: Closed-cell polyethylene foam
Adhesive: Black Liner: Polyester Coated Paper Liner-Color: Blue Substrate-carrier: Polyethylene Foam

BT-2505 | Medium Density Foam Tape – Double Sided

Tags: Double Coated, Foam Tape - Gasketing / Cushioning
Description: BT-2505 is a medium density closed-cell PVC foam. It is coated on both sides with an aggressive, pressure sensitive adhesive, A3, and 84# polycoated Kraft paper. It has the ability to make long life seals against air, moisture, light and dust penetration. It completely seals out air, moisture, light and dust when compressed 30% or more. It is inherently resistant to ultra-violet rays, most chemicals, and solvents.

BT-1095 | General Purpose Foam Bonding Tape

Applications: Construction Bonding, Cushioning, Damping, Foam Gasketing, Gasketing, Hanging, Holding, Humidity Resisting, Impact Resisting, Moisture Resisting, Positioning, Temporary Bonding, Temporary Mounting
Tags: Clean Removal, Foam Tape - Mounting
Description: BT-1095 is a cost effective, double-coated mounting tape that combines excellent bond strength and durability in interior applications. BT-1095 is designed as a cost effective medium duty general purpose mounting tape. The water based acrylic adhesive forms a strong permanent bond to a wide variety of substrates. A cross-linked EVA/PE co-polymer foam provides excellent mechanical strength for 1/32” and 1/16” tapes. A soft cross-linked EVA:PE co-polymer foam is used in 1/8” and 1/4” tapes to provide better conformability to textured surfaces.

BT-6265 | Two Sided Removable Foam Tape

Applications: Bonding, Chemical Resisting, Foam Fabricating, Foam Gasketing, Gasketing, Hanging, Holding, Moisture Resisting, Positioning, Temporary Bonding, Temporary Mounting
Tags: Clean Removal, Foam Tape - Mounting, High Adhesion
Description: BT-6265 is a removable polyethylene foam tape, with proprietary blend adhesive on each side and removable liner. Removes cleanly, even after long term applications.

BT-1960 | Glazing Tape

Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Dimensionally Stable, Ease of Use, Flexible, Foam Tape - Glazing, Superior Seal
Description: BT-1960 is a closed-cell polyethylene foam coated with an aggressive acrylic adhesive system for optimum compatibility to a variety of materials. BT-1960’s exposed side is coated with an adhesive specifically designed for adhesion to treated wood, vinyl and aluminum sash materials, while the liner side is used to seal life surfaces. BT-1960 is constructed with patented cellular structured foam that is particularly resistant to weathering and water absorption, while providing a superior long-lived seal.
Adhesive: Polyethylene, Liner-Color: Blue Substrate-carrier: Closed-cell Polyethylene Foam

For information call: 888-877-BRON (2766)  BronTapes.com  service@brontapes.com
BT-7A | Performance Grade Copper Foil Tape

Applications: Cable Wrapping, Chemical Resisting, EMI EMF Shielding, Heat Reflecting, Oil Resisting, Plating Masking, Repairing, Shielding, Temperature, Aging and UV Resisting

Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Annealed, Foil Tape - Copper, High Bonding Strength, Highly Conformable, Non-Tampering

Description: BT-7A is a 1.4 mil copper foil tape coated with an acrylic adhesive. This tape is wound on a white paper release liner on a 3” plastic core.

Adhesive: Clear Acrylic
Color: Copper
Liner: Paper
Liner-Color: White
Market: Electrical, Electronics
Substrate-Carrier: Copper Foil

BT-7CA | Performance Grade Copper Foil Tape – Conductive

Applications: Cable Wrapping, Chemical Resisting, Conducting, Electrostatic Dissipating (ESD), EMI EMF Shielding, Heat Reflecting, Oil Resisting, Plating Masking, Seaming, Shielding, Temperature, Aging and UV Resisting

Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Annealed, Foil Tape - Copper, Highly Conformable, Non-Tampering

Description: BT-7CA is a 1.4 mil copper foil coated with a special acrylic adhesive, which is uniformly dispersed with conductive spheres to provide a very low rate of electrical resistance through the tape. BT-7CA is wound on a white paper release liner with a 3” plastic core.

Adhesive: Clear Conductive Acrylic
Color: Copper
Liner: Paper
Liner-Color: White
Market: Electrical, Electronics
Process: Soldering
Substrate-Carrier: 1.4mil Copper Foil

BT-50A | Multi-Purpose Aluminum Foil Tape – Linered


Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Conformable, Foil Tape - Aluminum, High Initial Tack

Description: BT-50A is a 2.0 mil durable aluminum foil-backed tape with a high performance solvent acrylic adhesive and protected by an easy-release silicone release paper.

Adhesive: 1.6 mil Solvent-based Acrylic
Color: Silver
Liner: Paper, Liner-Color: White
Substrate-Carrier: 2.0 mil Dead Soft Aluminum

BT-50R | Utility Grade Aluminum Foil Tape – Linered


Tags: Clean Removal, Die Cuts, Excellent Chemical Resistance, Foil Tape - Aluminum, Formable, High Shear, High Temperature, Highly Conformable

Description: BT-50R is a 2.0 mil dead soft, malleable aluminum foil tape coated with an extremely aggressive synthetic rubber-resin adhesive and carried on a removable paper release liner.

Adhesive: 1.6 mil Synthetic Rubber Resin
Color: Silver
Liner: Paper, Liner-Color: White
Market: FSK Systems, HVAC
Substrate-Carrier: 2.0 mil Dead Soft Aluminum

BT-50SW | Multi-Purpose Aluminum Foil Tape – Self-Wound


Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Foil Tape - Aluminum, Highly Conformable

Description: BT-50SW is a heavy-duty, 2 mil dead soft aluminum foil tape, self-wound, and coated with an acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive.

Adhesive: 1.3 mil Acrylic
Color: Silver
Substrate: Dead Soft Aluminum

BT-67SW | Performance Grade Aluminum Foil Tape – Self-Wound


Description: BT-67SW is a 3 mil dead soft aluminum, heavy-duty foil tape, self-wound, and coated with an acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive.

Adhesive: 1.6 mil Acrylic
Color: Silver
Substrate-Carrier: Dead Soft Aluminum

BT-2005 | Performance Grade Aluminum Foil Tape – Linered


Tags: Clean Removal, Die Cuts, Excellent Chemical Resistance, Foil Tape - Aluminum, Formable, High Shear, High Temperature, Highly Conformable

Description: BT-2005 is designed to be used where exceptional chemical resistance is required, such as with the masking of sensitive parts and to secure protective drapes on aircraft during the paint stripping process. The tape can also be formed into runoff “gutters” to take stripping solvent to catch basins. The tape can be die cut, if ordered with a protective interliner. Also useful for electroplating and where high temperature resistance is required.

Adhesive: Acrylic
App: Masking Sensitive Parts, Securing protective drapes for paint and de-paint, Transporting solvent to catch basins
Color: Silver
Liner: Paper
Liner-Color: White
Market: Electroplating, Paint and De-Paint
Substrate: Dead Soft Aluminum
BT-120RC | High Bond Tape 20 mil

- Tags: Double Coated, High Bond Tape, High Initial Tack
- Description: BT-120RC is a clear (transparent) 20mil thick double sided self-stick closed cell pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive foam tape. This product has an extremely powerful initial tack and long-term holding capability, resists UV light, extreme temperatures & offers weather sealing abilities. BT-120RC is often used to utilize it's clear-as-glass like appearance in a large range of applications.
- Adhesive: Acrylic, Color: Clear
- Liner: Siliconized PE, Liner-Color: Red
- Substrate-Carrier: Self Stick Acrylic Foam & Adhesive Layer

BT-140RC | High Bond Tape 40 mil

- Tags: Double Coated, High Bond Tape, High Initial Tack
- Description: BT-140RC is a clear (transparent) 40mil thick double sided self-stick closed cell pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive foam tape. BT-140RC has an extremely powerful initial tack and long-term holding capability, resists UV light, extreme temperatures & offers weather sealing abilities. BT-140RC is often used to utilize it’s clear-as-glass like appearance in a large range of applications.
- Adhesive: Acrylic, Color: Clear
- Liner: Siliconized PE, Liner-Color: Red
- Substrate-Carrier: Self Stick Acrylic Foam & Adhesive Layer

BT-9778 | High Bond Tape 20 mil

- Tags: Double Coated, High Adhesion, High Bond Tape, Mounting
- Description: BT-9778 is a double-sided acrylic foam tape, available in gray or white. It consists of a high performance acrylic system, and is identified by its bonding power, stress dissipation and its temperature resistance.
- Adhesive: Pure Acrylic, Color: Gray, White
- Liner: Polyethylene, Liner-Color: Blue
- Market: Construction Bonding, Decorative Panels, Furniture Mounting
- Substrate-Carrier: Foam Adhesive Layer

BT-9771 | High Bond Tape 40 mil

- Tags: Double Coated, High Adhesion, High Bond Tape, Mounting
- Description: BT-9771 is a double-sided acrylic foam tape, available in gray or white. It consists of a high performance acrylic system, and is identified by its bonding power, stress dissipation and its temperature resistance.
- Adhesive: Pure Acrylic, Color: Gray, White
- Liner: Polyethylene, Liner-Color: Blue
- Market: Construction Bonding, Decorative Panels, Furniture Mounting
- Substrate-Carrier: Foam Adhesive Layer

BT-193 | Skived PTFE Film 2 mil

- Tags: High Temperature Film - PTFE Film Tape, High-Tensile Strength, Low Elongation
- Description: BT-193 is a pressure sensitive tape using a skived & tensilized PTFE film that is coated with "high temperature" silicone adhesive. The tensilized film provides higher tensile strength, lower elongation and higher dielectric strength than regular skived film.
- Adhesive: Silicone, Color: Natural
- Market: Composites, Electrical, Electronics
- Substrate-Carrier: PTFE Film

BT-1144 | Performance Grade PTFE Film 2 mil

- Tags: Anti-Stick, Chemically Inert, Durable, High Dielectric Strength, High Modulus, High Temperature Film - PTFE Film Tape, High-Tensile Strength, Low Elongation, Low Friction, Non Toxic
- Description: BT-1144 is manufactured from modified high-modulus PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) film coated with high-temperature silicone adhesive.
- Adhesive: Silicone, Color: Natural
- Market: Electronics, Insulation
- Substrate: Modified High-Modulus PTFE Film
BT-692 | Polyimide Tape 1 mil


Tags: Clean, Removal, High Temperature Film - Polyimide Tape, Low Outgassing
Description: BT-692 tape is a 1 mil polyimide film backing coated with a high-performance silicone adhesive designed for clean removal and low outgassing.
Adhesive: Silicone
Color: Blue
Market: Electronics
Substrate-Carrier: Polyimide

BT-1234 | Performance Grade Polyimide Tape 1 mil


Tags: High Temperature Adhesive, High Temperature Film - Polyimide Tape
Description: BT-1234 is a pressure sensitive adhesive tape manufactured from polyimide film with high-temperature adhesive.
Adhesive: Silicone, App: Wave Solder Applications
Approved Specifications: Meets the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. Guide File 66839 with a 180°C temperature rating and complies with UL 510 for flame resistance.
Color: Amber, Substrate-Carrier: Polyimide

BT-792 | Blue Plating Tape 1 mil


Tags: Clean Removal, High Temperature Film - Polyester Tape, Multiple Operating Cycles
Description: BT-792 is used in combination with a pre-applied protective solder mask and provides full protection to the exposed holes in the board. This is applied at the plating line by either automated equipment or by hand, and serves as a fail safe line of demarcation at the connector tabs.
Adhesive: Silicone, Color: Blue
Market: Electronic Assembly and Fabrication
Substrate-Carrier: Polyester

BT-1844 | Green Polyester Tape, Non-Silicone 2 mil


Tags: Abrasion Resistant, Ease of Use, High Performance, High Temperature Film - Polyester Tape, Low or No Residue, Non Silicone
Description: BT-1844 is a 2 mil polyester film tape with a high temperature-resistant rubber-based pressure sensitive adhesive.
Adhesive: High Temperature Rubber
App: Autoclave Flashbreaking
Color: Green
Market: Composites
Substrate: Polyester

BT-1944 | Green Polyester Tape, Non-Silicone 1 mil

Tags: Abrasion Resistant, Ease of Use, High Performance, High Temperature Film - Polyester Tape, Leaves no Residue, Silicone-Free
Description: BT-1944 is a 1 mil polyester film tape with a high temperature-resistant rubber-based pressure sensitive adhesive.
Adhesive: High Temperature Rubber
App: Autoclave Flashbreaking
Color: Green
Market: Composites
Substrate: Polyester

BT-7880 | Blue Polyester Film Tape 1 mil

Tags: Clean Removal, Conformable, Die Cuts, Flexible, High Temperature Film - Polyester Tape, Sharp Paint Line
Description: BT-7880 is a blue polyester tape with a silicone adhesive. It can be used in a large variety of high temperature applications including powder coat masking, flash breaker, and bag sealing applications. Additional applications include splicing, tabbing, or roll closing silicone treated liners or materials. A lined version is available for die cuts.
Adhesive: Silicone, Color: Blue
Liner: Fluorosilicone, Liner-Color: Clear
Market: Composites, MRO
Substrate: Polyester

BT-7881 | Green Polyester Film Tape 2 mil

Tags: Clean Removal, Die Cuts, High Temperature Film - Polyester Tape, Sharp Paint Line
Description: BT-7881 is a dark green polyester tape with a silicone adhesive. It can be used in a large variety of high temperature applications including powder coat masking, flash breaker, and bag sealing applications. Additional applications include splicing, tabbing, or roll closing silicone treated liners or materials.
Adhesive: Silicone, Color: Dark Green
Liner: Fluorosilicone, Liner-Color: Clear
Market: Composites, MRO
Substrate: Polyester
**MASKING TAPE**

**BT-208 | Utility Grade Blue Masking Tape**
- Applications: Bundling, General Purpose Masking, Interior Masking, Labeling, Masking, Packaging, Splicing, Temporary Holding
- Tags: Economy Grade, Masking Tape – Multi-Purpose
- Description: BT-208 is an economy grade general purpose packaging, bundling, holding, splicing, masking and labeling for home and school industry.
- Adhesive: Solvent-Based Natural Rubber
- Color: Natural
- Substrate: Crepe Paper

**BT-1018 | Construction Grade Masking Tape**
- Applications: Abating & Restoring, Bundling, Containment, Draping, Fiberglass Masking, General Purpose Masking, High Temperature Masking, Installing, Interior Masking, Interior Window Masking, Light Packaging, Marble & Granite Masking, Masking, Oil Resistant, Paint Lifting and Seepage Preventing, Part Marking, Place Marking, Positioning, Reflecting, Spray Paint Masking, Tabbing, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, UV Blocking, UV Resisting, Window and Door Masking
- Tags: Conformable, Easy Unwind, High Adhesion, High Initial Tack, High-Tensile Strength, Masking Tape - Multi-Purpose
- Description: BT-1018 is a yellow (natural) crepe paper masking tape coated with pressure-sensitive natural rubber adhesive. Capable of withstanding bake temperatures up to 200°F (100°C) for up to one hour and/or exposure to ultra-violet (UV) light for up to five hours. Offers consistent conformability and tensile strength for general purpose bundling, protecting and various industrial applications.
- Adhesive: Solvent-Based Natural Rubber
- Color: Natural
- Market: Boat manufacturing (fiberglass), silk screening, mail rooms, marble manufacturing (man-made), golf club shaft (build-up)
- Substrate-Carrier: Crepe Paper

**BT-7971 | Performance Grade Fineline Masking Tape**
- Tags: Clean Removal, Conformable, Flexible, Masking Tape - Fineline, No edge lifting, No shrinking at high temp
- Description: BT-7971 is a flexible soft PVC tape with a natural rubber adhesive for fine line masking where a very sharp paint edge is required, especially on painted or unpainted plastic parts and for multi-color painting.
- Adhesive: Natural Rubber
- App: Painting, Fine Line Masking
- Color: Gold
- Substrate: PVC Film

**BT-190 | Utility Grade Blue Masking Tape**
- Applications: Abating & Restoring, Color Coding, Containment, Draping, Indoor/Outdoor Masking, Interior Masking, Labeling, Marble & Granite Masking, Masking, Oil Resistant, Paint Lifting and Seepage Preventing, Part Marking, Place Marking, Positioning, Reflecting, Spray Paint Masking, Tabbing, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, UV Resisting, Window and Door Masking
- Tags: Clean Removal 14 Days, Masking Tape – UV Resisting
- Description: BT-190 is a blue masking tape used in outdoor painting applications.
- Adhesive: Solvent-Based Natural Rubber
- Color: Blue
- Market: Paint
- Substrate-Carrier: Crepe Paper

**BT-54 | Construction Grade Masking Tape**
- Applications: Abating & Restoring, Draping, Indoor/Outdoor Masking, Interior Masking, Interior Window Masking, Marble & Granite Masking, Masking, Outdoor Painting Masking, Paint Lifting and Seepage Preventing, Paint Masking, Place Marking, Positioning, Releasing, Spray Paint Masking, Tabbing, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, UV Blocking, UV Resisting, Window and Door Masking
- Tags: 14 Day Clean Removal, Indoor and Outdoor Use, Masking Tape - UV Resisting, Medium Adhesion
- Description: BT-54 is a premium multi-surface painter’s tape.
- Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber-Based
- Color: Blue
- Market: School industry.

**BT-408 | Premium Masking Tape**
- Applications: Abating & Restoring, General Purpose Masking, High Temperature Masking, Installing, Interior Masking, Interior Window Masking, Marble & Granite Masking, Masking, Oil Resistant, Paint Lifting and Seepage Preventing, Part Marking, Place Marking, Positioning, Reflecting, Spray Paint Masking, Tabbing, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, UV Resisting
- Tags: Conformable, Easy Unwind, High Initial Tack, High-Tensile Strength, Masking Tape – Multi-Purpose, Premium Grade
- Description: BT-408 is a premium grade crepe paper masking tape for general purpose use. It has a natural colored crepe paper backing with a rubber-based adhesive and comes in a variety of sizes.
- Adhesive: Rubber-Based
- Color: Natural
- Market: Industrial & Automotive Paint
- Substrate: Crepe Paper

**BT-797 | Premium Blue Masking Tape**
- Tags: Clean Removal, Conformable, Flexible, Masking Tape - Fineline, No edge lifting, No shrinking at high temp
- Description: BT-797 is a flexible soft PVC tape with a natural rubber adhesive for fine line masking where a very sharp paint edge is required, especially on painted or unpainted plastic parts and for multi-color painting.
- Adhesive: Natural Rubber
- App: Painting, Fine Line Masking
- Color: Gold
- Substrate: PVC Film

**BT-209 | Premium High Temperature Masking Tape**
- Tags: Clean Removal, Conformable, High Initial Tack, Masking Tape - Performance Grade, Sharp Paint Line
- Description: BT-611 is a specialty high temperature tan colored crepe paper masking tape for critical paint masking applications in the automotive, specialty vehicle, and industrial markets where excellent holding and high temperature performance are required.
- Adhesive: Rubber
- Color: Natural
- Market: Automotive, Specialty Vehicle, Industrial
- Substrate: Heat-Resistant Smooth Crepe Paper
**BT-1517 | General Purpose Flatback Paper Carton Sealing Tape**

**Applications:** Carpet Installing, Carton Sealing, Medium Duty Packaging, Packaging, Sealing, Shipping, Splicing, Tabbing

**Tags:** Good Tensile Strength, Masking Tape – Flatback Masking

**Description:** BT-1517 is a flatback paper tape with good tensile strength. It is an excellent choice for sealing carton boxes.

**Adhesive:** Rubber - Resin

**Color:** Kraft

**Compliance:** Complies with the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act that covers the use of pressure-sensitive adhesives and tapes for "indirect contact" food packaging such as box sealing.

**Substrate-Carrier:** Flatback Paper

---

**BT-7061 | Killer Bee® Premium Outdoor Masking Tape**


**Tags:** Clean Removal, Conformable, Hand Tearable, Masking Tape - UV Resisting, Sharp Paint Line, Specialty Adhesive

**Description:** BT-7061 Killer Bee® Premium Outdoor Masking Tape consists of an extra-thin and strong paper backing coated with an acrylic adhesive. The combination of the highly equipped backing material and the outstanding special adhesive formulation allows easy removability up to 5 months after application, with 4 weeks of UV resistance. This enables multiple working processes in only one covering process.

**Adhesive:** Acrylic

**Color:** Yellow

**Market:** Paint

**Substrate:** Flat Paper

---

**BT-708 | High Temperature Masking Tape**


**Tags:** Clean Removal, Controlled Unwind, Ease of Use, Exceptional Conforming, Flexible, High Temperature, High-Strength, Highly Conformable, Indoor Use, Masking Tape - Performance Grade, Sharp Paint Line

**Description:** BT-708 is a high temperature pressure-sensitive masking tape designed for clean removal from a variety of surfaces after exposure to oven temperatures up to 325° F for 30 minutes. (Times and temperatures are determined by surface.) Not recommended for outdoor use. BT-708 performs well in strip applications. Its easy handling, smooth crepe backing exhibits high strength, excellent conformability to irregular surfaces, and exceptional cornering. Provides resistance to paint flaking and a clean, well defined paint line.

**Adhesive:** Rubber/Resin

**Color:** Natural

**Substrate:** Fine Structured Crepe Paper

---

**What is Washi?**

Hey, it’s worth the time it takes to google Washi Paper to understand the properties of this unique backing material.

The washi, plus a proprietary acrylic adhesive, constitute this superior Bron masking tape designed specifically for professional painters.

- Hand Tearable
- Razor-Sharp Lines
- Conformable
- Sticks to Most Surfaces
- UV & Water Resistant
- Works with Water-Based Paints and Lacquers
- One Month Clean Removal – Outdoor Use

---

**Killer Bee® Professional Painter’s Tape**

**BT-7061**

**What is Washi?**

Hey, it’s worth the time it takes to google Washi Paper to understand the properties of this unique backing material.

The washi, plus a proprietary acrylic adhesive, constitute this superior Bron masking tape designed specifically for professional painters.

- Hand Tearable
- Razor-Sharp Lines
- Conformable
- Sticks to Most Surfaces
- UV & Water Resistant
- Works with Water-Based Paints and Lacquers
- One Month Clean Removal – Outdoor Use

---

**For information call: 888-877-BRON (2766)**

**BronTapes.com | service@brontapes.com**

**Bron Tapes**
875 W. Ellsworth Ave
Denver, CO 80223
1-888-877-2766 (BRON)
service@brontapes.com
brontapes.com
POLYETHYLENE TAPE

BT-4010 | Industrial Grade Polyethylene Tape


Description: BT-4010 is a conformable, polyethylene film, single coated with a synthetic rubber pressure sensitive adhesive. This tape, when ordered as BT-4010P, is provided with a pinked edge to facilitate easy tear by hand.

Adhesive: Rubber

Color: Red, White

Market: Trade Show, Abatement & Restoration, Construction & Remodeling

Substrate: PE Film

Total-Thickness: 7 mils

Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Conformable, Durable, Excellent Bond Strength, Hand Tearable, High Tack, Polyethylene Tape, Repositionable

BT-4010P | Industrial Grade Polyethylene Tape – Pinked Edge


Description: BT-4010P is a conformable, polyethylene film, single coated with a synthetic rubber pressure sensitive adhesive. BT-4010P is provided with a pinked edge to facilitate easy tear by hand.

Adhesive: Rubber

Color: Red, White

Market: Trade Show, Abatement & Restoration, Construction & Remodeling

Substrate: PE Film

Total-Thickness: 7 mils

Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Conformable, Durable, Excellent Bond Strength, Hand Tearable, High Tack, Polyethylene Tape, Repositionable

BT-4014 | Utility Grade Polyethylene Tape


Tags: Conformable, Ease of Use, Excellent Low-Temp Bonding, Hand Tearable, Permanently Tacky Adhesive, Polyethylene Tape, Watertight Seal

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber

Color: Red, White

Substrate: PE Film

Total-Thickness: 7 mils

BT-4014P | Utility Grade Polyethylene Tape – Pinked Edge


Tags: Conformable, Ease of Use, Excellent Low-Temp Bonding, Hand Tearable, Permanently Tacky Adhesive, Polyethylene Tape, Watertight Seal

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber

Color: Red, White

Substrate: PE Film

Total-Thickness: 7 mils

BT-4016 | Premium Grade Polyethylene Tape


Tags: Conformable, Durable, Excellent Bond Strength, Hand Tearable, High Tack, Polyethylene Tape, Repositionable, Water Tight Seal

BT-4011 | Premium Outdoor Polyethylene Tape

Description: BT-4011 is a premium heavy-duty polyethylene film, single coated with a synthetic rubber pressure sensitive adhesive. This tape, when ordered as BT-4011P, is provided with a pinked edge to facilitate easy tear by hand.

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber

Color: Red, White

Market: Agriculture, Marine, Storage

Substrate-Carrier: Polyethylene Film

Total-Thickness: 7 mils

BT-4011P | Premium Outdoor Polyethylene Tape – Pinked Edge

Description: BT-4011P is a premium heavy-duty polyethylene film, single coated with a synthetic rubber pressure sensitive adhesive. BT-4011P is provided with a pinked edge to facilitate easy tear by hand.

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber

Color: Red, White

Market: Agriculture, Marine, Storage

Substrate-Carrier: Polyethylene Film

Total-Thickness: 7 mils

Tags: Conformable, Durable, Excellent Bond Strength, Hand Tearable, High Tack, Polyethylene Tape, Repositionable, Water Tight Seal

BT-4016P | Premium Grade Polyethylene Tape – Pinked Edge

Description: BT-4016P is a premium heavy-duty polyethylene film, single coated with a synthetic rubber pressure sensitive adhesive. This tape, when ordered as BT-4016P, is provided with a pinked edge to facilitate easy tear by hand.

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber

Color: Red, White

Substrate: PE Film

Total-Thickness: 7 mils

For information call: 888-877-BRON (2766)

BronTapes.com service@brontapes.com
BT-4028 | Construction Grade Polyethylene Tape


Tags: Conformable, Durable, Excellent Bond Strength, High Tack, Polyethylene Tape, Repositionable, Water Tight Seal

Description: BT-4028 is a conformable, polyethylene film, single coated with a synthetic rubber pressure sensitive adhesive. This tape, when ordered as BT-4028P, is provided with a pinked edge to facilitate easy tear by hand.

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber
Color: Red, White
Market: Agriculture, Stucco/Construction
Substrate-Carrier: PE Film

BT-4028P | Construction Grade Polyethylene Tape – Pinked Edge


Tags: Conformable, Durable, Excellent Bond Strength, High Tack, Polyethylene Tape, Repositionable, Water Tight Seal

Description: BT-4028P is a conformable, polyethylene film, single coated with a synthetic rubber pressure sensitive adhesive. BT-4028P is provided with a pinked edge to facilitate easy tear by hand.

Adhesive: Synthetic Rubber
Color: Red, White
Market: Agriculture, Stucco/Construction
Substrate-Carrier: PE Film

BT-305CL | Counter Top / Marble Protection Tape

Applications: Abating & Restoring, Protecting, Surface Protecting, Temporary Dust and Work Enclosure Mounting, Temporary Surface Protecting

Tags: High Tack, Protective Film - Carpet Mask, Self-Wound

Description: BT-305CL is a high tack masking tape for use in interior carpet surface protection. The product consists of a blended low density polyethylene self-wound film, coated with a custom formulated water-based acrylic adhesive.

Adhesive: Acrylic
Color: Clear
Substrate-Carrier: LDPE

BT-1664 | Premium Transfer Tape – High Tack

Applications: Metal Parts Protecting, Protecting, Surface Protecting, Temporary Surface Protecting, Twist and Curl Resisting

Tags: Ease of Use, High Adhesion, High Tack, No Curl, Protective Film - Transfer Paper

Description: BT-1664 is a high tack paper application tape for surface protection. This product consists of a self-wound, standard grade saturated backing coated with a specially formulated latex pressure sensitive adhesive.

Adhesive: Water-Based Natural Latex
App: Surface Protection, Works well for Wet Applications
Color: Natural
Substrate: White, Translucent
Latex-Saturated Paper

BT-3273 | Multi-Purpose Window Film Tape

Applications: Indoor/Outdoor Masking, Marble & Granite Masking, Outdoor Painting Masking, Protecting, Surface Protecting, Temporary Surface Protecting, UV Resisting, Window and Door Masking

Tags: Clean Removal, Protective Film - Window Film

Description: BT-3273 is a temporary protective mask designed for outdoor and indoor use. It adheres to window glass, vinyl, plastics, and metal.

The film contains a UV additive that ensures clean removal of the tape after prolonged exposure to sunlight.

Color: Clear, Blue
Market: Construction & Building
### PROTECTIVE FILM

**BT-7777 | Premium Window Film Tape**
- **Applications:** Indoor/Outdoor Masking, Marble & Granite Masking, Metal Parts Protecting, Paint Masking, Protecting, Scratch Resisting, Surface Protecting, Temporary Surface Protecting, UV Resisting, Window and Door Masking
- **Tags:** Clean Removal, Protective Film - Window Film, Semi-smooth Surfaces
- **Description:** BT-7777 is a temporary protective mask designed for use on semi-smooth surfaces. The film contains a 60 day UV additive that ensures clean removal of the tape after prolonged exposure to sunlight.
- **Adhesive:** Acrylic
- **Color:** Clear, Blue

**BT-951 | High Strength Protective Film Tape**
- **Applications:** Metal Parts Protecting, Paint Masking, Scratch Resisting, Surface Protecting, Temporary Surface Protecting
- **Tags:** Clean Removal - Long Term, Die Cuts, Linered, Protective Film - Specialty Film, Quick initial bond, Stiff backing
- **Description:** BT-951 is a used in applications requiring a heavy-backed removable protective film that does not leave residue after long attachment time.
- **Adhesive:** Crosslinked Elastomer
- **Color:** Clear
- **Liner:** Natural Staffat
- **Liner-color:** Brown
- **Substrate-Carrier:** Polyester

**BT-6779 | Multi-Purpose Protective Film Tape**
- **Applications:** Forming and Fabricating Surface Protecting, Interior Masking, Metal Parts Protecting, Protecting, Scratch Resisting, Stainless Steel Masking, Surface Protecting, Temporary Surface Protecting, Window and Door Masking
- **Tags:** High Performance, Medium Tack, Protective Film - Transfer Paper
- **Description:** BT-6779 is a medium tack, high performance protective masking tape for use in interior applications. The product consists of a self-wound black & white co-extruded polyethylene film coated with a custom formulated water based acrylic adhesive.
- **Adhesive:** Water-based acrylic
- **Color:** Black/White
- **Substrate-Carrier:** Co-extruded polyethylene film

**BT-6780 | Multi-Purpose Protective Film Tape**
- **Applications:** Assembling, Masking, Storing, Surface Protecting, Transporting
- **Tag:** Protective Film - Multi-Purpose
- **Description:** BT-6780 protective film is used for the protection of surface finishes from dirt, scratches and tool marks during handling, transport and storage, forming and assembly.
- **Adhesive:** Acrylic
- **Color:** Clear, Blue
- **Substrate-Carrier:** Polyethylene Film

**BT-9411 | Crash Wrap Protective Film Tape**
- **Applications:** Indoor/Outdoor Masking, Protecting, Surface Protecting, Temporary Surface Protecting, UV Resisting
- **Tags:** Protective Film - Specialty Film, Self-Wound
- **Description:** BT-9411 protective film is used for the protection of surface finishes from dirt, scratches and tool marks during handling, transport and storage, forming and assembly.
- **Adhesive:** Acrylic
- **Color:** Black / White

**BT-40025 | Performance Grade Protective Film Tape**
- **Applications:** Indoor/Outdoor Masking, Metal Parts Protecting, Paint Masking, Protecting, Puncture Resisting, Scratch Resisting, Surface Protecting, Temporary Surface Protecting, Unfurling, Window and Door Masking
- **Tags:** Contrast to Dark Surfaces, Flame Retardant, Power Wash Resistant, Protective Film - Performance Grade
- **Description:** BT-40025 is a self-adhesive polyethylene tape with an acrylic adhesive for masking large areas of plastic parts during professional painting processes. The color of the tape provides a good contrast to dark surfaces making the positioning easier and faster.
- **Adhesive:** Acrylic
- **Color:** Green
- **Market:** Paint
- **Substrate:** Polyethylene Film

**BT-67377 | Multi-Purpose Black / White Protective Film Tape**
- **Applications:** Forming and Fabricating Surface Protecting, Metal Parts Protecting, Protecting, Puncture Resisting, Scratch Resisting, Surface Protecting, Tear Resisting, Temporary Surface Protecting, Window and Door Masking
- **Tags:** Durable, Ease of Use, High Performance, Medium Tack, Protective Film - Specialty Film, Self-Wound
- **Description:** BT-67377 is a medium tack, high performance protective masking tape consisting of a self-wound black and white co-extruded polyethylene film coated with a custom formulated water based acrylic adhesive. This durable film is tear and puncture resistant and is used to protect surfaces during the manufacturing and product assembly process.
- **Adhesive:** Water-Based Acrylic
- **Color:** Black / White
- **Market:** Manufacturing and Product Assembly
- **Substrate-Carrier:** Polyethylene Film
**New!** AV Cord Hazard Tape

BT-6110

No need for 2 tapes! Cords are secure in one pass. Reduce tripping and liability with this brightly colored hazard tape. Clean removal!

**BT-103 | Sandblast Impact Tape**

Applications: Abrasion Resisting, Dry Paint Stripping, Grit Blast Masking, Impact Resisting, Masking, Mediblast Masking, Sandblast Masking, Shot Peen Masking, Temperature, Aging and UV Resisting

Tags: Clean Removal, Conformable, Flexible, High Initial Tack, Specialty - Sandblast Masking

Description: BT-103 is a heavy duty product custom engineered for protective masking of surfaces during dry paint stripping processes and extreme surface protection. The high tack acrylic adhesive provides instant adhesion to clean, dry surfaces. The soft vinyl carrier is highly flexible and conformable to irregular/curved surfaces, while holding firmly to the production surface. Thickness throughout the roll is very consistent allowing maximum blast times. BT-103 also provides clean removal post process and use.

Adhesive: High Tack Acrylic

App: Masking, Surface Protection, Abrasion Resistance, Masking

Color: Light Tan

Liner: Paper

Liner-Color: White

Market: MRO

Process: Mediblast, Shot Peening

Substrate: Vinyl

**BT-858 | Sandblast Impact Tape**

Applications: Blast Media Intrusion (FOD) Preventing, Tracking and Lifting Resisting, Dry Paint Stripping, Masking, Preventing, Shot Peen Masking

Tags: Aggressive Adhesive, Clean Removal, Conformable, Durable, Hand Tearable, Quick Stick

Description: BT-858 is a durable rubber product engineered to meet requirements for protective masking of surfaces during dry paint stripping process. The aggressive, acrylic, pressure-sensitive adhesive provides instant adhesion to clean/dry surfaces with little to no hot glue required on edges to prevent media intrusion. BT-858 remains flexible and resists cracking and lifting, and conforms to irregular/curved surfaces. Its uniform thickness allows for maximum blast times, with clean removal after blasting. The white crepe release-coated paper liner allows BT-858 to tear easily by hand and can also be cut by knife for precise fit.

Adhesive: High Tack Acrylic

Color: Natural

Liner: Crepe Release-Coated Paper

Liner-Color: White

Market: MRO

Substrate-Carrier: Rubber

**BT-1804-7 | Glass Cloth Tape 7 mil**


Tags: Durable, High Temperature, Specialty - Glass Cloth Tape, Thermally Stable

Description: Heat resistant fiberglass cloth backing coated with high temperature silicone adhesive.

Adhesive: Silicone

Color: White

Market: Plasma / Flame Spray MRO, Electrical Maintenance

Substrate-Carrier: Glasscloth

**AV Cord Tape™**

Holds cords tight, no sticky residue

**Arts & Entertainment / Exhibition Tape**

When the show’s over, AV Cord Tape’s proprietary adhesive removes easily from cords and wires!


Bron’s AV Cord Tape is Conformable, Easy to Use, Waterproof, Flexible, Hand-Tearable and Printable.

A quality matte finish offers Low/No Light Reflection.

**For Temporary fixing and holding of wire and cables to floors and walls**

**Masking and marking of stage equipment**

**Floor marking stages, film sets**

**Color coding and identification**

**Book and spine binding**

Bron Tapes
875 W. Ellsworth Ave
Denver, CO 80223
1-888-877-2766 (BRON)
service@brontapes.com
brontapes.com

SAFETY FIRST!

BT-279 Our latest innovation! A high-tack version developed specifically for carpets and floors that are treated with stain-resistant chemicals. Residue-free removal.

BT-279S Our original! Clean removal. No residue on carpets or cords.

BT-6110 No need for 2 tapes! Cords are secure in one pass. Reduce tripping and liability with this brightly colored hazard tape. Clean removal!

Bron Tapes
875 W. Ellsworth Ave
Denver, CO 80223
1-888-877-2766 (BRON)
service@brontapes.com
brontapes.com

For information call: 888-877-BRON (2766)
### Specialty Tape

#### BT-1814 | Foil Glass Cloth Tape 7 mil

**Applications:** Abrasion Resisting, Cable Wrapping, Damping, Edge Tear & Split Resisting, Engine Component Wire Harness Bundling, Heat Reflecting, High Temperature Masking, High Temperature Resisting, High-Low Temperature Resisting, Insulating, Plasma Spray Masking, Sound Damping, Surface Protecting, Tape Slippage Preventing, Temperature, Aging and UV Resisting, Thermal Spray / HVOF Masking, Vibration Damping, Wire Harness Wrapping

**Tags:** High Temperature, Specialty - Thermal Spray

**Description:** BT-1814 is manufactured from aluminum foil laminated to fiberglass cloth with high-temperature silicone adhesive on one side. Adhesive: Silicone  
Color: Silver  
Market: Automotive Wire Harness, MRO  
Substrate-Carrier: Glass/Foil

#### BT-18946 | Double Coated Glass Cloth Tape

**Applications:** Abrasion Resisting, Beltling, Circuit Board Component Holding, Edge Tear & Split Resisting, High Temperature Masking, High Temperature Resisting, High Temperature Splicing, Inner Wrapping for Coins and Transformers, Plasma Spray Masking, Thermal Spray / HVOF Masking

**Tags:** Double Coated, Exceptional Flex Strength, Exceptionally Stable at High Temperatures, High Temperature Adhesive, Non-Corrosive, Specialty - Thermal Spray

**Description:** BT-18946 is a heat-resistant fiberglass cloth backed coated with high temperature silicone adhesive on both sides.  
Adhesive: Silicone  
Color: White  
Liner: Paper or Dimpled PVC  
Liner-Color: Natural (Paper) or Yellow (Dimpled PVC)  
Market: Electrical, MRO, Plasma Spray  
Substrate-Carrier: Glasscloth

#### BT-1864 | Plasma Spray Tape

**Applications:** Abrasion Resisting, Grit Blast Masking, High Temperature Masking, Impact Resisting, Mediatblast Masking, Plasma Spray Masking, Puncture Resisting, Sandblast Masking, Shot Peen Masking, Surface Protecting, Temperature, Aging and UV Resisting, Temporary Surface Protecting, Thermal Insulating, Thermal Spray / HVOF Masking

**Tags:** Ease of Use, Excellent Strength & Flexibility, Minimizes Wrinkling, Specialty - Thermal Spray

**Description:** BT-1864 is manufactured from silicone rubber/fiberglass cloth backing, coated with a high-temperature adhesive. Adhesive: Silicone  
Color: Natural  
Market: MRO  
Process: Grit Blasting, Plasma Spray, Thermal Spray / HVOF  
Substrate-Carrier: Glass-Silicone

#### BT-1904 | Metalized Polyester Tape 1 mil

**Applications:** Blocking, Color Coding, Detecting, Identifying, Labeling, Light Blocking, Marking, Micro Film Splicing, Part Marking, Reflecting, Splice Detecting, Wire Identifying

**Tags:** Excellent Chemical and Thermal Stability, Specialty - Decorative, Tear Resisting, Thermal Spray / HVOF Masking

**Description:** BT-1904 is a 1.0 mil Metalized Polyester Film with brilliant, vibrant mirror-like finish; coated with an aggressive long-lasting acrylic adhesive system. Tapes have excellent chemical and thermal stability. Silver can be qualified to meet Federal Specification #L-T-100B, Type II. Adhesive: Acrylic  
Color: Gold, Silver, Black  
Market: Reflective shielding, Industrial & graphic arts, Decorative trim, Automotive trim, Nameplates, Electric appliances, Advertising displays  
Meets specifications: Silver can be qualified to meet Federal Specification #L-T-100B, Type II.  
Substrate-Carrier: Metalized Polyester

#### BT-97112 | PTFE Coated Fiberglass Tape 3 mil

**Applications:** Abrasion Resisting, Bag Sealing, Beltling, Chemical Resisting, Composite Mold Release, Heat Sealing, High Temperature Masking, Oil Resisting, Packaging, Puncture Resisting, Releasing, Tear Resisting, Thermal Spray / HVOF Masking

**Tags:** Dimensionally Stable, Excellent Tensile Strength, Excellent Wear Life, Specialty - Heat Sealing

**Description:** BT-97112 is a 3 mil PTFE coated, woven fiberglass ("E" type) tape with excellent chemical and thermal stability. This tape is available with or without liner. Adhesive: Acrylic  
Color: Natural  
Liner: Dimpled PVC  
Liner-Color: Yellow  
Market: Food processing, packaging, Aerospace, automotive, Screen printing, MRO  
Substrate-Carrier: PTFE coated, woven fiberglass ("E" type)

#### BT-97111 | PTFE Coated Fiberglass Tape 5 mil

**Applications:** Abrasion Resisting, Bag Sealing, Beltling, Chemical Resisting, Composite Mold Release, Heat Sealing, High Temperature Masking, Oil Resisting, Packaging, Puncture Resisting, Releasing, Tear Resisting, Thermal Spray / HVOF Masking

**Tags:** Dimensionally Stable, Excellent Tensile Strength, Excellent Wear Life, Specialty - Heat Sealing

**Description:** BT-97111 is a 5 mil PTFE coated, woven fiberglass tape with a high temperature silicone adhesive. This tape is available with or without liner. Adhesive: Acrylic  
Color: Natural  
Liner: Dimpled PVC  
Liner-Color: Yellow  
Market: Food processing, packaging, Aerospace, automotive, Screen printing, MRO  
Substrate-Carrier: PTFE coated, woven fiberglass ("E" type)
VINYL TAPE

BT-48 | PVC Electrical Insulating Tape
Applications: Cable Wrapping, Color Coding, Electrical Insulating, Engine Component Wire Harness Bundling, Identifying, Insulating, Joining, Labeling, Marking, Part Marking, Phase Insulating, Splicing, Wire Harness Wrapping, Wire Identifying
Tags: Flexible, Vinyl Tape
Description: BT-48 is a soft PVC film coated tape, suitably plasticized and stabilized. It is coated one-side with a rubber-based, pressure sensitive adhesive. BT-48 is a matte finish, low lead electrical insulating tape.
Adhesive: Rubber-Based
Color: Black, Blue, Brown, Gray, Green, Orange, Purple, Red, White, Yellow
Substrate-Carrier: Soft PVC Film

BT-786 | Pipe Wrap Tape
Applications: Abrasion Resisting, Acid and Alkali Resisting, Color Coding, Identifying, Oil Resisting, Pipe Wrapping
Tags: Flexible, Matte finish, Vinyl Tape - Pipe Wrap Tape
Description: BT-786 is a soft PVC film coated tape, suitably elastomeric and stabilized. It is coated with rubber-based pressure sensitive adhesive on one side. BT-786 is a UL listed, matte finish industry tape.
Adhesive: Rubber-Based
Color: Black
Compliance: UL Listed
Substrate-Carrier: Soft PVC Film

BT-795 | Safety Stripe – Hazard Vinyl Tape
Applications: Abrasion Resisting, Acid and Alkali Resisting, Color Coding, Identifying, Oil Resisting, Pipe Marking, Part Marking, Safety Marking
Tags: Flexible, Vinyl Tape
Description: BT-795 is a soft PVC film coated tape, suitably elastomized and stabilized. Coated with a rubber-based, non-pressure sensitive adhesive on one side. Shiny and colored striped tape (standard colors): yellow/black, white/red and white/green.
Adhesive: Rubber-Based
Color: Black/Yellow
Substrate-Carrier: Soft PVC Film

BT-3089 | Multi-Purpose Vinyl Tape
Applications: Abrasion Resisting, Acid and Alkali Resisting, Asse Marking, Bundling, Color Coding, Engine Component Wire Harness Bundling, Floor Marking, Identifying, Labeling, Oil Resisting, Part Marking, Pipe Wrapping, Place Marking, Safety Marking, Tool Wrapping, Vinyl Seat Repairing, Window and Door Masking, Wire Identifying
Tags: Flexible, No Known Hazards, Suitably Elasticized and Stabilized, Vinyl Tape
Description: BT-3089 is a soft PVC film tape, suitably elastomized and stabilized. It is coated with rubber-based pressure sensitive adhesives on one side and has a matte finish.
Adhesive: Rubber-Based
Color: Black, Medium Blue, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Brown, Clear, Kelly Green, Emerald Green, Light Green, Gray, Orange, Purple, Red, White, Yellow
Market: Clean Room, Industrial
Substrate-Carrier: Soft PVC Film

Our Locations

ARIZONA
2706 E Chambers St.
Phoenix, AZ 85040
(602) 305-8273

GEORGIA
Bron Southeast
300 Piedmont Ct. Ste. B
Atlanta, GA 30340
(470) 361-4304

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
2020 N. Loop Rd.
Alameda, CA 94502
(510) 263-3770
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6790 S 220th St.
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(253) 872-4634
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Killer Red® is the transparent, double-sided tape with a superior PET backing and a proprietary, high-adhesion acrylic adhesive.

Killer Red® is exceptionally versatile and effective in a wide range of applications:

**APPLIANCES**
Attaching & Bonding Panels & Nameplates

**ARTS & CRAFTS**
Bonding EPDM Rubber

**AUTOMOTIVE**
Bonding EPDM Rubber

**SIGNAGE & DISPLAYS**
POP & Outdoor Mounting of Metal, Plastic, Vinyl, Wood

**FURNITURE**
Mounting Decorative Profiles & Moldings

**ELECTRONICS**
Mounting Battery Packs, Touchscreens, Lenses